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Description

The present invention relates to an antenna selection diversity reception apparatus wherein switching of branches is executed for each time division multiplexing (to be called hereinafter as TDM) burst of digital signals in the digital vehicle communication system.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the antenna switching diversity reception apparatus according to a prior art as described for example in the literature titled "Mobile Telephone" (compiled by Kuwabara published in 1985 by the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers). In Fig. 1, numerals 1a, 1b designate antennas adapted to receive the digital modulation signals in the digital vehicle communication system, and numeral 2 is an antenna switching system for selecting and switching the respective antennas 1a, 1b. Numeral 3 designates a reception system to which the signals received by the antenna 1a or 1b which has been selected by the antenna switching system 2 and in which the signals are subject to high frequency amplification, frequency conversion, intermediate frequency amplification, and so forth. Numeral 4 designates a demodulation system for demodulating the transmission data from the signals output from the reception system 3.

Numeral 5 designates an antenna selection decision system adapted to generate antenna selection signals for controlling the antenna switching system 2 in accordance with the signals from the reception system 3. In the antenna selection decision system 5, numeral 51 designates a level detector adapted to detect the level of the signals which are sent to the demodulation system 4 from the reception system 3, and 52 designates an antenna selection decision device adapted to compare the level detected by the level detector 51 with a reference level which has been provided in advance, so as to generate the antenna selection signals for controlling selection of either of the antennas 1a, 1b and provide these signals to the antenna switching system 2.

Operation of the diversity reception apparatus as described above will be explained. The antennas are switched according to this system when the reception level falls below the reference level. More specifically, in such a case as when the antenna 1a is connected to the reception system 3 by means of the antenna switching system 2, the reception system 3 amplifies at a high frequency the signal received by the antenna 1a, converts this signal to an intermediate frequency signal, amplifies this intermediate frequency signal, and then provides it to the demodulation system 4. The demodulation system 4, in turn, detects the intermediate frequency signal, demodulates the transmission data and outputs this data as output data. The signal which has been output from the reception system 3 is also provided to the antenna selection decision system 5. The antenna selection decision system 5 will detect its level and decides the antenna for reception. Level detector 51 detects the level of the signal provided by reception system 3. The antenna selection decision device 52 is adapted to compare the level of the signal which has been detected by the level detector 51 with the reference level provided in advance for generating the antenna selection signal which is provided to the antenna switching system 2. The antenna switching system 2 is controlled by this antenna selection signal and adapted to select either of the antennas 1a or 1b which has been designated, and to send the resultant reception signal to the reception system 3.

It is to be understood here that there are both a "switch and stay" method (to be called as SS method) and a "switch and examine" method (to be called as SE method) applicable to the antenna switching operation. Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B, show the changes in the received wave envelope levels for each methods mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 2A, the SS method keeps the reception antenna for a certain time even if the level of the signal after the antenna has been switched is lower than the reference level. On the other hand, according to the SE method as shown in Fig. 2B, when the level of the signal after the antenna has been switched is lower than the reference level, the operation of switching the antennas between 1a and 1b is repeated at a predetermined switching rate until the level of the signal received by either of the antenna 1a or 1b reaches greater than the reference level. This is described in detail in such literature as the one titled "Principle of Vehicle Communication" (compiled by Okumura and Shinji, published in 1986 by the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers).

Though the above-described methods of antenna switching are suitable for miniaturization and economization of the relevant circuit, they are unsuitable in that antenna switching before signal detection causes unavoidable noise arising at the time of switching. In the case of an analog transmission system of frequency modulation (FM) or digital transmission system of frequency division multiple access (FDMA), such reception characteristics as expressed by the envelope level shown by thick solid lines in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B may be provided as far as this switching noise remains at an acceptable level. However, according to TDM digital transmission system, since communication is conducted in the units of a TDM burst, transmission of TDM burst to be received is finished before operation of the receiver is stabilized for reception when the antenna 1a or 1b is switched in the course of a TDM burst. In view of this problem, there is proposed such a method of receiving one whole TDM burst by using the selected antenna 1a or 1b in such a manner that the antenna 1a or 1b is not switched during reception of a TDM burst, where the level of the signals for preceding TDM burst allocated to another user is detected so as to select the antenna 1a or 1b which has a higher level.

The above-mentioned method which is suitable for TDM transmission method enables the identical antenna 1a or 1b to receive a signal entirely through one TDM burst and is capable of demodulating the signal. In this sense, this
method is known as an antenna selection diversity reception method. This sort of antenna selection type diversity reception method is described in detail in such literature as an article titled "Antenna Selection Diversity Reception Method of Digital Vehicle Communication" (authored by Akaiwa, a Collection of Articles in connection with Spring National Session 1989 of the Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers, Vol. 2, p. 360). According to such an antenna selection diversity reception method, two preamble sections 6 or P₁, P₂ and an information section 7 are constituted in a frame 8 of a given length as shown in Fig. 3 and thus transmitted. Switching of the antennas 1a, 1b is executed only in the zones of the relevant preamble sections 6. Specifically, according to the example shown in Fig. 3, the level of the signal received by the antenna 1a is measured in the zone P₁ in the preamble section 6 while the level of the signal received by the antenna 1b is measured in the zone P₂. Thus the receptive levels are compared. As the result, the antenna 1a or 1b which has a higher level is selected and the information section 7 of the frame 8 received by the selected antenna 1a or 1b is provided to the reception system 3 for further reception and demodulation.

Since the conventional antenna selection diversity reception apparatus is constituted as described above, two preamble sections 6, i.e. P₁ and P₂ having the same function are required in one TDM burst, which inevitably results in a reduction in the efficiency of information transmission. On the other hand, a post detection diversity reception is frequently employed for automobile-installed vehicle communication apparatus. Problems also arise such as the provision of the plural preamble sections 6 having the identical function is not preferable in view of the system constitution only for the antenna selection diversity apparatus which is mainly used for a portable set. In order to solve this problem, it is conceivable to provide such a method wherein measurement of the level of the signals for selecting the antennas is made by measuring the reception level of the immediately preceding TDM burst (the term "the immediately preceding TDM burst" is hereinafter used to mean to TDM burst which has been allocated to other user) by switching the antennas 1a and 1b in specific cycles so as to select the antenna 1a or 1b which has a higher reception level, whereby TDM burst of the user's own channel received by the selected antenna is received and demodulated. However, in the case of the digital mobile communication system, when the transmission power from the base station to the mobile station is restricted in order to reduce interference between the channels, it is possible that the level of the average reception signals of the immediately preceding TDM burst will be very low. In such an instance, the effect of measuring the reception level cannot be expected. When no immediately preceding TDM burst exists due to the existence of a vacant channel, measurement of the level in itself will be impossible due to a lack of transmission from the base station.

EP-A1-0 124 319 describes a radiotelephone system using portable radiotelephones which utilize two antenna but only one receiver section. A terminal station transmits the same preamble system in at least two time slots of a frame period of a time division sequence and the portable station receives each of the preamble transmission via both of differently oriented antennas and determines which antenna received the strongest signal using signal comparing means. The message signal from the terminal station is received via the antenna of the portable station having received the strongest signal.

EP-A2-0 318 665 discloses an antenna switch control circuit for use in achieving antenna selection diversity in TDM RF receivers detecting and comparing the antenna receiving signals and selecting that the receiver generally operates with the antenna receiving the strongest signal.

The present invention has been made in order to solve the problems as pointed out above and an object of the present invention is to attain an antenna selection diversity reception apparatus which is capable of adaptively realizing high quality reception characteristics even if there exists no immediately preceding TDM burst or even if measurement of the level of TDM burst is difficult due to the transmission power control at the base station.

This object is achieved by an antenna selection diversity apparatus according to the features of the main claim.

The antenna selection decision system according to the present invention detects the level of the immediately preceding TDM burst, and decides whether to employ the antenna selection diversity method or some other selection criterion based on the detected level. In the case that another selection criterion should be selected, the antenna which should receive the next TDM burst of the user's own channel is selected depending on the reception level of the TDM burst of the user's own channel, whereby the antenna selection diversity reception apparatus having a high quality reception characteristic may be adaptively realized even if there is no immediately preceding TDM burst or the level of such a TDM burst, if it exists, is difficult to measure.

These and other objects and advantages will become clear by reading the following description of the invention with reference to the accompanied drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an antenna switching type diversity reception apparatus according to a prior art; Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B are explanatory drawings respectively illustrating the change in the level of the received wave envelopes of SS method and SE method;

Fig. 3 is an explanatory drawing showing the constitution of the frame to be transmitted to the antenna selection type diversity reception apparatus according to a prior art;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an antenna selection diversity reception apparatus according to an embodiment
of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating three channel multiple TDM signals in the case where the own station is allocated to mobile station 2; and

Figs. 6 and 7 are diagrams respectively illustrating by way of a flow chart, operation of the comparator and the antenna selection decision device adapted to select the antenna which receives the ((i+1)-th TDM burst.

Through the drawings, same numerals designate the same or similar portions or members.

An embodiment of the present invention will now be explained by referring to the drawings. Firstly in Fig. 4, numerals 1a, 1b designate antennas, numeral 2 an antenna switching system, numeral 3 a reception system, numeral 4 a demodulation system, numeral 5 an antenna selection decision system, numeral 51 a level detector, and numeral 52 an antenna selection decision device which are the same or similar portions to those conventional designated by the same numerals in Fig. 1.

In the antenna switching system 2, numerals 21a, 21b designate reception filters connected respectively to the antenna 1a or 1b and adapted to remove the undesired component out of the band occupied by the reception signals.

Numerals 23 designates an antenna switch which is controlled by the antenna selection signals provided from the antenna selection decision device 52 and adapted to select either of the reception filters 21a, 21b and connect the selected filter 21a or 21b to the reception system 3. In the reception system 3, numeral 31 designates a radio frequency section (to be called hereinafter an RF section) adapted to amplify at a high frequency the signals from either the reception filter 21a or 21b as selected by the antenna switch 23. Numeral 32 designates a first local oscillation section adapted to generate the first local oscillation signal to be mixed with the signal output from the RF section. Numeral 33 designates a mixer adapted to mix the signals. Numeral 34 designates a first intermediate frequency section (to be called hereinafter a first IF section) adapted to selectively amplify the output signal from the mixer 33. Numeral 35 designates a second local oscillator adapted to generate a second local oscillation signal to be mixed with the signal output from the first IF section 34, numeral 36 a mixer adapted to mix these signals and numeral 37 a second IF section adapted to selectively amplify the output signal from said mixer 36.

In the demodulation system 4, numeral 41 designates a detector adapted to detect the signal output from the second IF section 37 and numeral 42 designates a clock regenerator adapted to regenerate a clock signal from the output of the detector 41. Numeral 43 designates a discriminator adapted to sample and decide the output signal of the detector 41 in accordance with the timing of the clock signal regenerated by the clock regenerator 42 so as to demodulate the transmission data and provide it as the output data. In the antenna selection decision system 5, numeral 53 designates a memory adapted to store the level of the signal which is output from the second IF section 37 and detected by the level detector 51. Numeral 54 designates a calculator adapted to calculate the mean level values by averaging the respective levels stored in the memory 53. Numeral 55 designates a comparator adapted to compare the mean level values calculated by the calculator 54 with the reference level which was provided in advance, select the selection criterion selecting signal corresponding to the result of comparison and provide its signal to the antenna selection decision device 52.

The antenna selection decision device 52 is adapted to generate the antenna selection signals for selecting the antenna 1a or 1b in accordance with the criterion selecting signal from the comparator 55 and the content stored in the memory 53. Decision made by the decision device 52 is executed according to a plurality of selection criteria based on the following facts. Namely, if Rayleigh fading exists, the individual detection level is variable. However, the average level may be decided by the mean value of the individual detection level. When the base station controls transmitting power level to the mobile station allocated to the immediately preceding TDM burst so as to be restricted, the mean level value sometimes becomes so faint that it is difficult to estimate the relative fading condition at the antennas 1a, 1b with regard to reception based on the magnitude of the levels. As a consequence, only measurement of the level of the immediately preceding TDM burst is sometimes insufficient as a criterion for making a decision on antenna selection. Accordingly, the next TDM burst of the user's own channel is selected on the basis of reception level near the end of the TDM burst of the user's own channel. In this respect, this antenna selection decision device 52 is different from the conventional one shown in Fig. 1.

Operation of the system shown in Fig. 4 will now be explained. Firstly, in the antenna switching system 2, the reception signals received by the antennas 1a and 1b are passed through the reception filters 21a and 21b to eliminate the undesired component out of the band occupied by the reception signals and are then input to the antenna switch 22. The antenna switch 22 is controlled by the antenna selection signals from the antenna selection decision device 52 and connect the signal received by the antenna 1a or 1b to the reception system 3 according to the antenna selection signal.

In the reception system 3, its signal is fed to RF section 31, subjected to high frequency amplification and fed to the mixer 33. The mixer 33 is adapted to multiply the signal with the first local oscillation signal from the first local oscillator 32, thus mixing them, and then feed the mixed signals to the first IF section 34. In turn, the first IF section selectively amplifies the mixed signal to generate the first intermediate frequency signal and provides it to the mixer.
36. The mixer 36 then multiplies the first intermediate frequency signal with the second local oscillation signal from the second local oscillator 35 to mix them and feed thus mixed signals to the second IF section 37. The second IF section 37 is adapted to selectively amplify the mixed signal to produce the second intermediate frequency signal and feed them to both the demodulation system 4 and the antenna selection decision system 5.

In the demodulation system 4, the second intermediate frequency signal from the second IF section 37 is fed to the detector 41 and detected thereby. The detected signal from the detector 41 is input to the clock regenerator 42 and the discriminator 43. The clock regenerator 42 is adapted to regenerate the clock signal from the detected signal and feed the regenerated clock signal to the discriminator 43. The discriminator 43 is adapted to sample and decide the detected signal from the detector 41 in accordance with the timing of the clock signal so as to demodulate the transmission data and provide it as output data.

In the meantime in the antenna selection decision system 5, the second intermediate frequency signal provided from the reception system 3 will be fed to the level detector 51 and the levels which have been detected by measuring the level of the second intermediate frequency signals for a certain period of time will be fed to the memory 53 to be stored therein. The levels to be detected by the level detector 51 are those of the immediately preceding TDM burst of the user's own channel (namely TDMA burst allocated to another user) and of the ending portion of TDM burst of the user's own channel for a certain period of time. The levels of the immediately preceding TDM bursts are those levels at which TDM bursts were received at two antennas 1a and 1b, while the level of TDM burst of the user's own channel is the level of the TDM burst received at the selected antenna. These levels that have been detected may be stored in the memory 53 without intermixing.

It is preferable for the input signal of the level detector 51 to be extracted from the portion which is least affected by the noise. This is because the less noise affects, the lower probability it becomes to select the antenna having a lower signal level. Accordingly, it is preferable that the signal to be input to the level detector 51 be extracted from the input to the detector. In Fig. 4, there is illustrated a constitution comprising two stages of IF sections, i.e., the first IF section and the second IF section. It is also conceivable to have the constitution comprising only one stage IF section or more than three stages of IF sections. In such cases, the input signal of the level detector is to be extracted from the output from the last IF section connected to the detector. More specifically, the input signal of the level detector will be normally taken out of the last stage output of IF section or input to the detector.

Subsequently, the mean values of the respective levels stored in the memory 53 are calculated at the calculator 54. The mean level values which have been obtained by averaging the reception levels of TDM burst of the user's own channel are used for detection of the link quality, decision of hand over (or switching of the base station to be accessed) and so forth. The mean level values of those levels which have been measured in connection with the immediately preceding TDM bursts are used for deciding whether the antenna selection criterion may be selected on the basis of the altitude of the levels of the immediately preceding TDM bursts. Since it is only necessary to obtain the mean level values, the averaging operation for this purpose may be carried out with regard to the reception level only at the antenna 1a, or only at the antenna 1b or at both of the antennas 1a, 1b. An averaging operation can be executed by employing the moving average of the respectively measured levels. The range or width of measurement for obtaining such average values is not specifically defined by the present invention, but the range of measurement which allows a reasonably precise mean level values to be assumed will be good enough.

In this way, the mean level values which have been thus acquired are then compared by the comparator 55 with the reference level which has been provided in advance. If the mean level value is higher than the reference level, the antenna selection diversity as conventional will be executed. If the mean value is lower than the reference level, then the content of the criterion selecting signal will be altered. Although the value of the reference level is not specifically defined by the present invention, a level necessary to achieve the error rate in the order of $10^{-2}$, for example, may be appropriate.

In accordance with the change of criterion selecting signal, the antenna selection decision device 52 alters the criterion of a conventional antenna selection diversity to that one as mentioned below. Namely, if the level measured in respect of the ending part of TDM burst of the user's own channel is larger than the value necessary for satisfying the required error rate, the next TDM burst of the user's own channel is received by the current antenna 1a or 1b. If the measured level is lower than the necessary value, an antenna selection signal is output so that the next TDM burst of the user's own channel is received by the antenna 1b or 1a different from the current antenna. However, while the antenna 1a or 1b is selected in accordance with the criterion as mentioned above, the level of the immediately preceding TDM burst is continuously measured and when the mean level value exceeds the reference level, then the content of the criterion selecting signal from the comparator 55 will be altered such that the conventional antenna selection diversity will be executed in accordance with the selection criterion as the result of comparison of the level of the immediately preceding TDM burst again.

The operation of the antenna selection decision system will be explained in detail in the case where three mobile stations are provided, three channel multiple TDM signals being used, and the own station is allocated to mobile station 2.
Fig. 5 illustrates a stream of three channel multiple TDM signals in the case where the own station is allocated to mobile station 2. In Fig. 5, respective frames designate in order from left side to right side the i-th TDM bursts of mobile stations 1 to 3 and the following (i+1)-th TDM bursts of mobile stations 1 to 3. Symbols \( L_{1,i} \) and \( L_{2,i} \) designate respectively the received level of the signals in the vicinity of ending portion of the i-th TDM burst to be transmitted to the mobile station 1, which is respectively received by the antennas 1a and 1b of the own station allocated to the station 2. Symbols \( L_{1,i+1} \) and \( L_{2,i+1} \) designate respectively the received level of the signals in the vicinity of the ending portion of the (i+1)-th TDM burst to be transmitted to the mobile station 1, which is respectively received by the antennas 1a and 1b of the own station allocated to the station 2. Furthermore, symbols \( L_{3,i} \) and \( L_{3,i+1} \) designate the received levels of the signals in the vicinity of the ending portion of the i-th and (i+1)-th TDM bursts, respectively, to be transmitted to the mobile station 2, that is the user's own station, which are received by the antenna 1a or 1b which has been selected.

As described hereinbefore, \( L_{1,i} \), \( L_{2,i} \) and \( L_{3,i} \) are detected by the level detector 51, and stored in the memory 53. The mean level value \( L_o \) is calculated by the multiplier 54 by using the stored reception levels \( L_{1,i} \) - \( L_{1,\text{N}} \) and \( L_{2,i} \) - \( L_{2,\text{N}} \) (where N is integer), for example, in accordance with the following expression:

\[
L_c = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_{1,i} + \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} L_{2,i} \right)
\]

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively illustrate by way of a flow chart, operation of the comparator and the antenna selection decision device adapted to select the antenna which receives the (i+1)-th TDM burst.

Referring to Fig. 6, operation of the comparator 55 will be explained which is adapted to select the antenna which receives the (i+1)-th TDM burst. In the decision block 101, the comparator 55 compares the mean level value \( L_o \) given by the calculator 54 and the reference level \( L_b \) which has been provided to the comparator 55 in advance. When the mean level value \( L_o \) is greater than or equal to the reference level \( L_b \), the comparator outputs \( S_i = 1 \) in the block 102.

On the other hand, if the mean level value \( L_c \) is smaller than the reference level \( L_b \), the comparator 55 outputs \( S_i = 0 \) in the block 103.

By referring next to Fig. 7, operation of the antenna selection decision device 52 for selecting the antenna which receives the (i+1)-th TDM burst will be explained. The antenna selection decision device 52 receives the output \( S_i \) from the comparator 55 and decides whether the output \( S_i \) from the comparator is 1 or not in the decision block 111. When the output \( S_i \) from the comparator is decided to be 1, or when the mean level value \( L_o \) is larger than or equal to the reference level, the antenna selection decision device 52 compares, in the decision block 112, the level \( L_{1,i} \) received by the antenna 1a near the end of the i-th TDM burst transmitted to the mobile station 1 with the reception level \( L_{2,i} \) received by the antenna 1b near the end of the i-th TDM burst. If \( L_{1,i} \) is larger than or equal to \( L_{2,i} \), the antenna selection decision device 52 outputs, in the block 113, the antenna selection signal for selecting the antenna 1a to the antenna switching system 2. Or if \( L_{1,i} \) is smaller than \( L_{2,i} \), the antenna selection decision device 52 outputs, in the block 114, the antenna selection signal for selecting the antenna 1b to the antenna switching system 2.

On the other hand, if the output \( S_i \) from the comparator is decided to be "0" in the decision block 111, the antenna selection decision device 52 compares, in the block 115, the reception level \( L_{2,i} \) received by the selected antenna near the end of i-th TDM burst transmitted to mobile station 2 or the user's own station, with the level \( L_{1,i} \) which has been provided to the antenna selection decision device 52 in advance. The level \( L_d \) is the level necessary to satisfy a required error rate. Although the value of the level \( L_d \) is not specifically defined by the present invention, it may be appropriate to be selected according to the system condition to be applied. If \( L_{2,i} \) is larger than or equal to \( L_{1,i} \) or the level measurement value near the end portion of TDM burst of the user's own channel is larger than a required value for satisfying a required error rate, the antenna selection decision device 52 will not change the reception antenna in the block 116. On the other hand, if \( L_{2,i} \) is smaller than \( L_{1,i} \) or the level measurement value near the end portion of TDM burst of the user's own channel is a small value which cannot satisfy the required error rate, the antenna selection decision device 52 outputs the antenna selection signal for changing the reception antenna to the antenna switching system 2.

It is to be noted that although the situation in which two antennas are used has been explained in the above-described embodiment, similar effects to those of the above embodiment may be provided in the case of three or more antenna being used.

As explained above, the present invention has been so constituted that the mean level values at both antennas are compared with the reference value provided in advance, a specified selection criterion is selected out of plural
criteria and the next TDM burst is selected in accordance with the selected criterion. Accordingly, even if the transmission power from the base station is restricted, the criterion may be adaptively altered so as to select the appropriate antenna, so that a diversity effect may be achieved even if the level of the immediately preceding TDM burst is low. The degree of the diversity effect depends on the variation cycle of fading, the moving speed of the mobile equipment, etc., but the fading cycle is a slow one in the case of the mobile equipment for which the antenna selection diversity method is effective. Therefore, when the moving speed is in or under the order of 5 - 10 km/h, an antenna selection diversity reception apparatus may be provided for which a certain degree of diversity effect may be expected even if the criterion which uses the reception level of the prior TDM burst of the user's own channel is applied.

The present invention has been described in detail with reference to certain preferred embodiment thereof, but it will be understood that varieties and modifications can be effected within the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. An antenna selection diversity reception apparatus for a digital vehicle communication system according to a TDM method, comprising a plurality of antennas (1a, 1b) for receiving TDM bursts of digital modulation signals, an antenna switching system (2) for selecting and switching said antennas, a reception system (3) for providing the TDM bursts received by the antenna which has been selected by said antenna switching system (2) with high frequency amplification, frequency conversion and intermediate frequency amplification, a demodulation system (4) for demodulating transmission data from the signal output from said reception system, and an antenna selection decision system (5) for selecting the antenna to be connected to said reception system with branch switching being executed in accordance with TDM bursts, including:

   a level detector (51) for detecting the levels of the signals provided from said reception system (3); and
   an antenna selection decision means (52) for generating an antenna selection signal on the basis of the levels detected by said level detector (51); said antenna switching system (2) responding to said antenna selection signal to switch said antennas;

characterized in that said level detector (51) detects the levels of the signals which are included in the TDM burst immediately preceding to the TDM burst of the channel allocated to the apparatus and successively received by said plural antennas (1a, 1b), and the level of the signal which is included in the TDM burst of the channel allocated to the apparatus and received by the antenna which has been selected, and said antenna selection decision system further comprising:

   a memory for storing the levels detected by said level detector (51);
   a computing means (54) adapted for computing the mean value of the respective levels of the signals included in the immediately preceding TDM burst which have been stored in said memory;
   a comparator (55) adapted for comparing the result of the computation effected by said computing means (54) with a numerical reference value which has been provided in advance and for generating a control signal; and
   said antenna selection decision means (52) generating said antenna selection signal in accordance with the control signal from said comparator (55), where the control signal indicates that antenna selection is to be based on said levels of the signals included in the immediately preceding TDM burst, when the result of the computation is equal to or greater than the numerical reference value, and to be based on said level of the signal included in the TDM burst of the channel allocated to the apparatus when the result of the computation is less than said numerical reference value.

2. An antenna selection diversity reception apparatus as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that said comparator (55) generates a first control signal indicating that antenna selection is to be effected based on said levels of the signals included in the immediately preceding TDM burst when said result of the computation is equal to or greater than said numerical reference value, and generates a second control signal indicating that antenna selection is to be effected on the basis of said level of the signal included in the TDM burst of the channel allocated to the apparatus, when said result of the computation is less than said numerical reference value.

3. An antenna selection diversity reception apparatus as claimed in claim 2, characterized in that said antenna selection decision means (52) responds to said first control signal by generating a first antenna selection signal to select the antenna which has the greater level of the signal included in the immediately preceding TDM burst, and responds to said second control signal by comparing said level of the signal
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included in the TDM burst of the channel allocated to the apparatus and received by the antenna which has been selected, with a second predetermined level, and, if the former is less than the second predetermined level by generating a second antenna selection signal to change the reception antenna.

5 Patentansprüche

1. Empfangsgerät mit Antennenauswahl-Diversity für ein digitales Fahrzeug-Kommunikationssystem gemäß einem TDM (Zeitmultiplex)-Verfahren mit mehreren Antennen (1a, 1b) zum Empfang von TDM-Bündeln von digitalen Modulationssignalen, einem Antennen-Schaltsystem (2) zur Auswahl und zum Umschalten der Antennen, einem Empfangssystem (3), das die TDM-Bündel, die von der Antenne, welche von dem Antennen-Schaltsystem (2) ausgewählt wurde, empfangen wurden, mit einer Hochfrequenz-Verstärkung, Frequenzumwandlung und Zwi- schenfrequenz-Verstärkung versieht, einem Demodulationssystem (4) zum Demodulieren von Übertragungsdaten aus dem von dem Empfangssystem ausgegebenen Signal, und einem Antennenauswahl-Entscheidungssystem (5) zur Auswahl der mit dem Empfangssystem zu verbindenden Antenne, wobei eine Verzweigungsumschaltung in Übereinstimmung mit TDM-Bündeln durchgeführt wird, enthaltend:

- einen Pegeldetektor (51) zum Erfassen der Pegel der Signale, die von dem Empfangssystem (3) bereitgestellt werden; und
- Antennenauswahl-Entscheidungsmittel (52) zum Erzeugen eines Antennenauswahlsignals auf der Grundlage der von dem Pegeldetektor (51) erfaßten Pegel; wobei das Antennen-Schaltstlcollen (2) auf das Antennenaus-
  wahlsignal anspricht, um die Antennen umzuschalten;

25 dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Pegeldetektor (51) die Pegel der Signale erfaßt, die in dem TDM-Bündel enthalten sind, das unmittelbar dem TDM-Bündel des dem Gerät zugewiesenen Kanals vorangeht und aufeinanderfol- gend von den mehreren Antennen (1a, 1b) empfangen wird, und der Pegel das Signals, welches in dem TDM-
  Bündel des dem Gerät zugewiesenen Kanals enthalten ist und von der Antenne, welche ausgewählt wurde, empfangen wurde, und das Antennenauswahl-Entscheidungssystem weiterhin aufweist:

- einen Speicher zum Speichern der von dem Pegeldetektor (51) erfaßten Pegel;
- eine Rechenvorrichtung (54), die geeignet ist zum Berechnen des Mittelwertes der jeweiligen Pegel der Signale, die in dem unmittelbar vorhergehenden TDM-Bündel enthalten sind und in dem Speicher gespeichert wurden;
- ein Komparator (55), der geeignet ist zum Vergleich des Ergebnisses der von der Rechenvorrichtung (54) bewirkten Berechnung mit einem numerischen Bezugswert, welcher zuvor berechnet wurde, und zum Erzeugen eines Steuersignals; und
- die Antennenauswahl-Entscheidungsmittel (52) das Antennenauswahlsignal erzeugen in Übereinstimmung mit dem Steuersignal von dem Komparator (55), wo das Steuersignal anzeigt, daß die Antennenauswahl auf die Pegel der Signale zu gründen ist, die in dem unmittelbar vorhergehenden TDM-Bündel enthalten sind, wenn das Ergebnis der Berechnung gleich dem dem oder größer ist als der numerische Bezugswert, und auf den Pegel des Signals zu gründen ist, das in dem TDM-Bündel des dem Gerät zugewiesenen Kanals enthalten ist, wenn das Ergebnis der Berechnung geringer als der numerische Bezugswert ist.


Revendications

1. Dispositif de réception à diversité à sélection d'antenne pour un système de communication de véhicule numérique selon un procédé TDM, comprenant une pluralité d'antennes (1a, 1b) recevant les salves TDM de signaux de modulation numériques, un système de commutation d'antenne (2) sélectionnant et commutant lesdites antennes, un système de réception (3) munissant les salves TDM reçues par l'antenne qui a été sélectionnée par ledit système de commutation d'antenne (2) de l'amplification haute fréquence, de la conversion de fréquence et de l'amplification à fréquence intermédiaire, un système de démodulation (4) démodulant les données de transmission à partir du signal fourni par ledit système de réception et un système de décision de sélection d'antenne (5) sélectionnant l'antenne à connecter audit système de réception, la commutation de branchement étant exécutée conformément aux salves TDM, comprenant :

- un détecteur de niveaux (51) déetectant les niveaux des signaux fournis par ledit système de réception (3) ; et des moyens de décision de sélection d'antenne (52) produisant un signal de sélection d'antenne sur la base des niveaux détectés par ledit détecteur de niveaux (51) ; ledit système de commutation d'antenne (2) répondant audit signal de sélection d'antenne afin de commuter lesdites antennes ;

- caractérisé en ce que ledit détecteur de niveaux (51) détecte les niveaux des signaux qui sont compris dans la salve TDM précédant immédiatement la salve TDM du canal alloué au dispositif et reçue successivement par lesdites antennes plurielles (1a, 1b), et le niveau du signal qui est compris dans la salve TDM du canal alloué au dispositif et reçue par l'antenne qui a été sélectionnée, et ledit système de décision de sélection d'antenne comprenant en plus :

  - une mémoire stockant les niveaux détectés par ledit détecteur de niveaux (51) ;
  - un mode de calcul (54) destiné à calculer la valeur moyenne des niveaux respectifs des signaux compris dans la salve TDM précédant immédiatement la salve TDM du canal alloué au dispositif et reçue successivement par lesdites antennes plurielles (1a, 1b), et le niveau du signal qui est compris dans la salve TDM du canal alloué au dispositif et reçue par l'antenne qui a été sélectionnée, et ledit système de décision de sélection d'antenne comprenant en plus :

2. Dispositif de réception à diversité à sélection d'antenne selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ledit comparateur (55) produit un premier signal de commande indiquant que la sélection d'antenne doit être effectuée d'après lesdits niveaux de signaux compris dans la salve TDM précédant immédiatement la salve TDM du canal alloué au dispositif et reçue par l'antenne qui a été sélectionnée, et ledit système de décision de sélection d'antenne comprenant en plus :

3. Dispositif de réception à diversité à sélection d'antenne selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que lesdits moyens de décision de sélection d'antenne (52) répondent audit premier signal de commande en produisant un second niveau du signal compris dans la salve TDM du canal alloué au dispositif et reçue par l'antenne qui a été sélectionnée, avec un deuxième niveau préétabli, et, si celui-ci est inférieur au deuxième niveau préétabli en produisant un deuxième signal de sélection d'antenne afin de changer l'antenne de réception.
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